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ABSTRACT

The unprecedented adoption of messaging platforms for work and recreation has made it an attractive target for malicious actors. In this context, third-party apps (so-called chatbots) offer a variety of attractive functionalities that support the experience in large channels. Unfortunately, under the current permission and deployment models, chatbots in messaging systems could steal information from channels without the victim’s awareness. In this paper, we propose a methodology that incorporates static and dynamic analysis for automatically assessing security and privacy issues in messaging platform chatbots. We also provide preliminary findings from the popular Discord platform that highlight the risks that chatbots pose to users. Unlike other popular platforms like Slack or MS Teams, Discord does not implement user-permission checks—a task entrusted to third-party developers. Among others, we find that 55% of chatbots from a leading Discord repository request the “administrator” permission, and only 4.35% of chatbots with permissions actually provide a privacy policy.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Social network security and privacy; Web application security; Usability in security and privacy; Privacy protections.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Instant messaging platforms have become an essential collaborative tool, playing a pivotal role in redefining how people communicate and interact [36, 37]. By allowing real-time conversational communication in a virtual workplace, these platforms improve synergy and promote productivity. Beyond messaging, many of the platforms also support file sharing and videoconferencing. Services like Slack, Discord, MS Teams, and Telegram are so popular that their number of active users ranges from millions to billions [23, 50].

However, research has shown that messaging platforms also suffer from security and privacy issues [32, 39, 40, 54]. More recently, there have been reported security incidents in the media involving Discord being used to host, distribute and control malware [7, 9, 30], with >17,000 unique URLs in Discord’s content delivery network pointing to malware [30]. Research also showed messaging platforms exposing users’ data within its platform and connected accounts [33]. Furthermore, most messaging platforms, including those marketed for enterprise, support third-party chatbots (add-ons) [36] that add extra features to enrich their functionality. The third-party chatbots request permissions to enhance the users’ conversations with content from external services, offer customizable features, or perform specific tasks on behalf of users. While the purpose of having permissions is to protect users, some permissions may be dangerous if granted to a malicious application. However, the permission model is often lax and/or poorly defined as there are no prevailing standards yet. This is analogous to the evolution observed in Android’s permissions, which was necessary for addressing the multitude of flaws identified by research [19, 27, 34, 55].

As third-party chatbots in messaging platforms become increasingly popular for personal and business use, there is a need for assessing their security and privacy. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology for automatically assessing security and privacy issues of a chatbot service. Our analysis pipeline incorporates static (code and traceability analysis) and dynamic techniques (deploying deceptive honey-resources for detecting chatbots stealing users’ information). We also apply the methodology to Discord, one of the most popular of such instant messaging platforms. As our findings in Discord reveal the inherent risks posed by chatbots and highlight the need for a more comprehensive analysis of this ecosystem, we hope that our work will motivate additional research in this space.
2 THREAT MODEL
Instant messaging platforms offer a fixed set of capabilities that users expand using chatbots, usually developed by third-parties, which leverage dedicated APIs provided by the platforms. Chatbots, unlike mobile apps (which may seem similar), do not run on the end user’s device. Instead, chatbots are hosted directly by the developer either in a self-hosted server or in a cloud server (e.g., AWS, GCP, Azure). This creates a unique attack vector as developers can alter the chatbot code at any time after installation without the users being made aware of any change taking place (unless such changes entail asking for new permission) [13]. This creates a layer of obfuscation that prevents users from detecting what actions a chatbot takes outside of the explicit user-provided commands it receives. More importantly, malicious developers could take advantage of this to potentially sneak malicious code into their software via the application backend, as has been seen in similar domains [52]. Importantly, for users to take advantage of chatbots’ capabilities, they need to permit access to their data. This includes data from the user’s account, such as the user’s email address, text or audio messages from the channels the chatbot is present in, or sensitive data inferred from user interactions with the chatbots. Considering that messaging platforms have become an integral workplace tool that messaging services or its users), in some cases, the source-code is not readily available in central repositories. Instead, services run on developer-controlled servers that get feeds from conversations once they are triggered in end devices. Users enable (install) the software through a repository listing the chatbot (typically maintained by the messaging service or its users). In some cases, the source-code of the chatbot is shared together with the description of the chatbot in its listing. To understand the chatbot ecosystem, we first build a system that crawls existing listings of chatbots. We then design a method for analyzing chatbots dynamically, and — when available — statically (traceability and code analysis). We demonstrate the applicability of our methods to Discord in Section 4.2.

3 METHODOLOGY
We design a methodology for automatically assessing security and privacy issues in messaging platform chatbots. Figure 1 shows an overview of our analysis pipeline. Recall that chatbots’ software is not readily available in central repositories. Instead, services run on developer-controlled servers that get feeds from conversations once they are triggered in end devices. Users enable (install) the software through a repository listing the chatbot (typically maintained by the messaging service or its users). In some cases, the source-code of the chatbot is shared together with the description of the chatbot in its listing. To understand the chatbot ecosystem, we first build a system that crawls existing listings of chatbots. We then design a method for analyzing chatbots dynamically, and — when available — statically (traceability and code analysis). We demonstrate the applicability of our methods to Discord in Section 4.2.

Data Collection. Our data collection process traverses listings of chatbots and extracts attributes such as the permissions they request, sample commands, their privacy policy, and the link to their source code repository (if present). For this, we develop a Web scraper using the Selenium Python framework [48] that automatically crawls the messaging platforms’ websites with third-party chatbots and extracts all their attributes. Platform providers implement different anti-scraping strategies, making it challenging to scrape the repositories. These include captchas and email verification. Also, some of the repositories have varying page structures. Thus: i) We limit the rate at which we generate our requests; ii) We use “2Captcha”, a Captcha solving service, to overcome the captcha restriction; iii) We mimic human behavior; iv) We design our scraper to handle and react to exceptions such as “NoSuchElementException”, when elements unexpectedly become unavailable, or “TimeoutException”, when a command takes more than the wait time.

Traceability Analysis. We perform traceability analysis to understand how developers disclose and justify the data permissions they request. The Traceability Analyzer collects all data permissions found in the privacy policy and compares them with the original set of data permissions requested by the chatbot. This is done to determine if there is a reported reason for the data request. As done in other domains [2, 4, 5, 24, 25, 38, 47], we classify disclosure practices as complete, partial, or broken, depending on how well they are disclosed. Due to the sheer amount of chatbots, we automate the traceability analysis through a keyword-based approach [8]. First, we identify words that are often used in privacy policies to identify data practices in other domains: Collect, Use, Retain, and Disclose. Collect relates to a set of keywords used to describe when a program collect, gather, or acquire data from the user; Use indicates a program uses or processes the data; Retain means storing or remembering user data, and Disclose means a that the program shares or transfers data to another party. We then identified the synonyms of these words and keywords akin to the chatbot ecosystem obtained from existing chatbot permissions and privacy policies. When a privacy policy explains how data is collected, used, retain and disclosed we say that the policy is complete. When any of the keyword-set is described, we say that the policy is partial, and broken when none.
Dynamic Analysis (Honeypot). In the absence of a direct access to the software of a chatbot, we develop a dynamic analysis approach to study remote programs in their environment. For this, we use a honeypot [51] instrumented with canary tokens (also known as honeytokens) [46]. Examples of canary tokens include files, URLs, and email addresses. Our method is based on the assumption that a chatbot should not be interacting with a token posted in a channel unless it is part of its functionality. We design a framework for controlled experiments in messaging services to test available chatbots. Our framework implants unique honeytokens only available to chatbots under study. Specifically, we test each chatbot in an independent and isolated messaging environment. This let us determine which chatbots gain unauthorized access to the honeypot, i.e., when it opens a file, accesses a link, or uses email addresses shared in the chat.

For the honeypot environment to appear active and in use, we provide a feed of frequent exchange of messages from multiple (automated) users. To make this feed realistic, our system takes as input an exchange of real messages. While the Enron emails dataset is widely used in research for similar purposes [15], our implementation leverages publicly available messages from social networks (OSN) like Reddit. Our rationale is that the style of the communication used in an instant messaging environment is shorter and less formal than email, thus rendering OSN messages more suitable and contextually relevant to our study. Our implementation uses four canary tokens: email, URL, word, and PDF. Canary tokens consist of unique identifiers embedded in URLs or placed in a document meta-data. Requesting the URL or opening the document allows us to receive a signal tied to the token.

Code Analysis. To analyze the risks of third-party chatbots, we design a mechanism to understand how the platform’s permission system is used by the chatbots, via program analysis of publicly-available chatbot code. This mechanism is comprised of three steps. First, we collect the source-code of the chatbots. For this, we parse the description in the app listing, retrieve pointers to open source repositories, and download their source-code. As mentioned in Section 2, note that not all chatbots make their code available. Second, we model permission checks through a manual review of a subset of case studies. For this, we identify the APIs that enable developers to verify if a user has the right set of permissions to access a resource. Third, we build an automated approach that looks for these APIs and determines if a bot conducts the expected permission checks declared in the documentation (manifest).

4 USE CASE: DISCORD
In this section, we apply the proposed methodology to explore the security and privacy risks in the Discord ecosystem.

4.1 Discord Ecosystem
Discord Guild: Users in Discord can create or be invited to join servers called guilds. These guilds are comprised of voice and text channels, where users can talk or exchange messages. Discord manages access within these guilds using a role-based system. All users within a guild have a primary role called “everyone”, which provides some simple permissions to access channels and send messages. The guild owner and those with the “manage roles” permission [20] can then give users further roles with additional permissions. Thus, roles in Discord can be assigned on both a guild-based level and a channel-based level. In addition, Discord has both private and public guilds. Private guilds require an invitation to join, while public guilds are open for anyone to participate.

Discord Users: Users in Discord can spawn across the whole platform, in text and voice chat, be part of guilds, and participate in them. Users are classified as “bot” (chatbot) or “normal” users. While chatbots and normal users share some similarities, chatbots are automated users that are “owned” by another normal user. Unlike normal users that have restrictions on the number of guilds they can be part of, chatbots do not have any limits [21]. Chatbots can be installed through an OAuth link, and OAuth is used for access delegation and authorization flows for applications, phones, and smart devices [41]. Bots in Discord are used for various purposes, including moderation, role management, scheduling, and other extra features. Currently, there is no official marketplace for Discord chatbots, and they are primarily found at “www.top.gg”.

Discord Permissions: Users must have the “manage guild” permission to install a chatbot into a guild. Upon installation the Discord chatbot can request permissions to access the messaging platform resources (see [20] for the complete permission list in Discord). When installing a chatbot, a screen is shown to the users that details what information and system resources the application intends to access (e.g., Figure 2). A user must explicitly grant this access to continue with the installation. Most chatbots need to access multiple permissions, and permissions can also be changed at any time after the chatbot is installed.

Discord implements a “permission hierarchy” system, and the rules are as follows: i) A chatbot can grant roles to other users of a lower position than its own highest role. ii) A chatbot can edit roles of a lower position than its highest role, but it can only grant permissions it has to those roles. iii) A chatbot can only sort roles lower than its highest role. iv) A chatbot can only kick, ban, and edit nicknames for users whose highest role is lower than the chatbot’s highest role. v) Otherwise, permissions do not obey the role hierarchy. It should be noted that the “administrator” permission lets the user access all permissions for all channels in the guild.

Some Discord chatbots may also request additional scopes on top of the chatbot scope. This can give them extra user data as well as other privileges. It should be noted that some of these scopes can only be requested if whitelisted by Discord staff. Likewise, some of these scopes are only for testing purposes. The bot scope is by nature required for all chatbots. Once installed in a guild, users can usually interact with a chatbot by sending a message or command into a channel. These messages typically contain a prefix, e.g., “/info”. As long as the user has the “send message” permission within the channel, they should be able to interact with the chatbot.

![Figure 2: Example Discord chatbot installation page.](image-url)
4.2 Discord Measurement

We scrape top.gg, the leading repository of Discord chatbots, navigate the “top chatbot” list, and extract metadata from the chatbots, which includes the chatbot’s ID, name, URL, tags, permissions, guild count, description and GitHub link.

Permissions Measurement. We collected a total of 20,915 Discord chatbots. 74% (15,525) of the chatbots requested valid permissions on the installation page; the remaining 26% (5,390) have invalid permissions due to invalid invite links, have been removed, or timed out due to slow redirect links. Figure 3 shows the percentage distribution of the top 20 permissions requested by the chatbots. The most commonly requested permission is the “SEND MESSAGE” permission, which is requested by 9,188 (59.18%) chatbots. This is followed by the “administrator” permission requested by 8,521 (54.86%). Interestingly, the “administrator” permission allows all permissions, bypasses channel permission overwrites, and gives bots access to sensitive user data among others.

Discord Chatbots and Developers: Table 1 shows the chatbots distribution by the number of developers. From the 12,427 developers in our dataset, 89% (11,070) have published just one chatbot. The developer with the highest number of chatbots (namely, developer editid=6714) has 12 unique chatbots. We also see developers using third-party development platforms such as “botghost.com”, “autocode.com”, “discordbotstudio.org” which lower development barriers. These platforms offer free sample chatbots that developers can customize regardless of their technical background. This enables regular internet users to deploy bots without adequately understanding the ecosystem, resulting in security vulnerabilities and privacy violations [1].

Discord Chatbots Data Traceability. Discord’s privacy policy states that chatbots have “access to their end users’ information, including message content, message metadata, and voice metadata” and that they “must use such information only to provide the SDK/API functionality within their applications and/or services” [22]. Notwithstanding, it is unclear how the user data is being used and whether there is sufficient disclosure about it. There has been increasing ambiguity in the past about the access that third-party applications have to user’s data, and the Cambridge Analytica scandal [16] is a prime example of the risks. We look at chatbot privacy policies to understand how developers disclose and justify the data permissions they request.

Discord chatbots tend to not have any visible privacy policies on “top.gg”. This necessitates visiting the chatbot’s website (if present) for finding its privacy policy document. We automate this process using the Selenium Python framework and leveraging element locators [49], which let us identify the HTML DOM element to act on. If the website link is not available and a privacy policy is not found, we assume broken traceability. This implies that Discord users do not know about developers’ data practices and cannot identify when certain data practices may harm them. Table 2 shows that there are 5,786 (37.27%) chatbots with a website link, but only 676 (4.35%) of the them have a privacy policy. This indicates that the remaining 14,852 (95.67%) chatbots have broken traceability, as they do not have a privacy policy document to disclose how data is accessed, used, shared, or stored. Furthermore, out of the 676 privacy policy links, only 673 (4.33%) lead to a valid page. Upon further analysis of these policies, using keyword-based traceability, we do not find any chatbot with complete traceability. Instead we find partial traceability as policies do not completely disclose their data practices. Due to the limitations of the keyword-based traceability approach, as later discussed in Section 5, we perform a validation of the traceability results through a random selection of 100 privacy policies and a manual review process. The result shows that none of these privacy policies was misclassified. Furthermore, we observed that many of these policies are generic and they are not tailored to this ecosystem. These results match those observed in earlier studies [2, 3, 24] where developers were found to be reusing existing privacy policies verbatim across different domains, and permissions without modification.

Discord Chatbots Honeypots. We tested a diverse sample of most-voted chatbots from “www.top.gg” as these chatbots are more likely to be active and maintained. We considered doing a sample from the middle and least voted but they were mainly offline or not being used (i.e., in 0 guilds). The bots tested ranged in guild count (3M to 25), vote count (876K to 6) and chatbot purpose (such as gaming, fun, social, music, meme), thus reflecting the diversity of the general population of chatbots. Besides, many of these chatbots were present in over 250,000 guilds, and if they were malicious, they would put many users at risk. In our experiments we create new private guilds, add a chatbot to the guild using the chatbot invite link and post messages using automation. We name each guild after the corresponding chatbots for easy identification. To add a chatbot to the guild, we need to solve a Google reCAPTCHA. Due to its affordability and quick solving time, we used the captcha-solving service “2Captcha” to automate the process. Next, we create the
canary tokens and post them as messages to the guild. We use the guild name as our identifier to detect triggered tokens. We note that to post a seemingly real conversation we create fake personas by registering virtual users into Discord. In practice, we found that when a new account quickly joins many guilds, it is flagged by Discord, and mobile verification is required. As such, we completed this step manually. Subsequently, our system ensures that the virtual accounts post alternating messages so that interactions resemble legitimate conversations between actual users.

We created 5 virtual users each in 100 guilds and install a total of 500 chatbots on individual guilds. Each guild was populated with a canary URL, email address, pdf and word document tokens. In addition, we posted 25 conversational messages to let the guild appear active. At the time of writing, our system has detected one chatbot triggering the canary token. The word document and URL were accessed for a chatbot named “Melonian”. Melonian does not offer a functionality that would require opening word documents or visiting URLs. After the triggers, a user posted a message as the guild’s chatbot that reads “[w]tf is this bro”, which is clearly not an automated message generated by a bot. It appears the chatbot owner/developer logged in as the chatbot, potentially through a third-party service, made a cursory inspection of the contents of the messages in the guild, and accessed files posted without authorization. This contradicts Discord’s privacy policy, which states that developers “must use such information only to provide the SDK/API functionality within their applications and/or services” [22]. Furthermore, the owner/developer of the chatbot could have been infringing computer fraud, misuse or abuse acts that regulate the unauthorized access to computer material of information. They could have also violated data protection legislation like GDPR or CCPA should the word document contain personal or confidential information. When looking at what this finding means to other users of Discord, our result needs to be interpreted with caution as this particular chatbot is only present in a few guilds. Nevertheless, this result suggests an inherent risk present in the Discord ecosystem. It also confirms that users would not be able to detect a breach of their privacy without the trigger of the canary tokens and subsequent messages.

Discord Chatbots Code Analysis. In Discord, permissions checks are not enforced by the platform. Instead, the developer of a chatbot is responsible for checking if the user invoking the chatbot has the permission to perform any of the actions supported by the chatbot. As chatbots may have more privileges than a user, failing to check this permission could lead to re-delegation attacks [18, 29]. We built a Web scraper that visits the GitHub links extracted from the top.gg website to check for the presence of the GitHub code section. If this is found, we then analyze the repository. The scraper will then check for languages used for the code and extracts the first (main) language provided for the repository. This will help to pinpoint what APIs to check afterwards. We traversed over 800 pages from the “top chatbot” list and recorded information of 15,525 chatbots. Out of these chatbots, 23.86% (3,705) had GitHub links on their description page. Furthermore, 60.46% (2,240) of these links lead us to valid repositories. The rest links take us to user repositories, a GitHub with no repositories, a GitHub with no public repositories, or an invalid link.

### Table 3: Discord role checks in JavaScript & Python.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Checks</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Checks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>hasPermission()</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>member.roles.cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>has()</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>userPermissions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From our analysis we find that JavaScript (41%) is the most popular language, closely followed by Python (32%). This is unsurprising as both languages have well-documented Discord chatbot libraries, “discord.js” and “discord.py”. However, there are also some repositories that we could not identify their language. Manual inspection of these repositories shows even though these are valid repositories, they do not contain any source code. Many only have README files with chatbot descriptions or commands, or just information on licensing and changelogs. Considering these chatbots, only 14.39% (2,234) of the 15,525 chatbots have publicly available source code. Since Javascript and Python are the most popular languages (73% together), we check which Discord chatbots developed with these languages. We identify four ways for permission or role checking within JavaScript and Python (see Table 3) using the method described in Section 3.

We check the selected source codes for the presence of these APIs to identify chatbots that are performing permission checking. In total, we analyzed 925 available JavaScript repositories and 718 Python repositories. Out of these repositories, only 675 (72.97%) of JavaScript repositories and 19 (2.65%) of Python repositories contained one of the APIs that are used to perform permission checking. The rest, 27.02% (250), and 97.35% (699) of JavaScript and Python repositories, respectively, do not perform any form of permission checking. This creates the possibility for permission abuse as users can take advantage of the privilege assigned to a chatbot for performing unauthorized actions.

### 5 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Here we discuss the key findings and limitations of our study.

**Improper Permission Checks.** As aforementioned, a bot can not perform actions if it does not have the corresponding permission. However, there is the possibility of potential permission abuse in a situation where a user can take advantage of the privilege assigned to a bot to perform actions that the user is not permitted to do. For instance, in Discord, the current permission framework allows the developer to implement and perform the necessary permission check. However, this results in it becoming the developer’s responsibility to ensure that the bot retrieves the message’s author and checks if the user has the required permission before acting for them. Thus, improper permission checks could leads to permission re-delegation attacks allowing users to bypass privileges.

**Incomplete Traceability.** By exploring how permissions are handled and requested, we find that 95.67% of Discord chatbots that request permissions lack a privacy policy. Importantly, even when privacy policies are present, they do not adequately disclose their data practices. This finding highlights the need for a more comprehensive analysis of this ecosystem and chatbots’ data practices.

**Misunderstanding the permission system.** As shown in Figure 3, in addition to other permissions, the majority of bots request the admin permission, which encompasses all other permissions. However, asking for anything in addition to admin is redundant and may imply that the developer does not completely understand
the permission system. Hence, there is a need for developers to better understand the permission system so they can build secure, privacy-aware bots with the minimal required permissions.  

**Limitations.** A number of important limitations need to be considered. First, there are thousands of chatbots. Performing dynamic analysis for all these bots will be challenging and time-consuming. Through the case of Melonian, we saw that malicious chatbots in Discord currently involve a manual assessment of the target. This is a feature we have seen other fraudulent activities do [10, 43] before attacks get commoditized [11, 42, 53]. While we selected a diverse sample of bots, we could have overlooked some potentially bots with issues. Thus, our findings suggest further research in the area is needed. This includes novel ways to address the challenge of assessing the compliance of software hosted in the cloud or for which there is no access to the software itself.  

Second, our traceability analysis relies on keyword-based approaches as there is currently no annotated dataset that can be used to train a ML model for the different chatbot platforms. However, words often have multiple meanings and could also be written in various forms, which could affect the accuracy of the traceability result. Nevertheless, we note that this does not affect the cases with broken traceability results (due to the absence of a privacy policy all together), which represents the vast majority of cases. Exploring ML techniques for the analysis would be an interesting research direction, as it has been done for voice assistants [24, 25]. Also, we could not use any of the existing NLP-based tools [2, 3, 31], because their ontologies do not cover all the data types in this new ecosystem. Nonetheless, we expect that including privacy policies will become the norm in the future, as messaging platforms have a more active interest (or legal requirement) to secure their ecosystems, similar to what we have seen recently in voice assistants [25].

Third, our code analysis is limited only to a few bots as i) not all bots’ source codes are available to the public for analysis. ii) we only considered the bots developed using the JavaScript and Python libraries. For example, while these sets of bots represent more than 70% of the bots in the top Discord repository, follow-up work on other languages is part of our future research. Besides, malicious bots are less likely to post source code voluntarily.

Fourth, adding a new account to many guilds for the dynamic analysis often requires mobile verification. We currently complete this step manually, which takes time. A possible area of future work would be to develop an automated way of creating virtual users eliminating the manual mobile verification step. Likewise, we used our proposed method to explore the risks in the Discord platform. Scaling our analysis and applying our methodology to other popular platforms like Slack, MS Teams, and Telegram is also part of our future work.

Although this is an exploratory work that aims to identify flaws, misconfigurations, and problematic practices, part of our future studies is to perform a large-scale measurement that quantifies the prevalence of such phenomena.

**Ethical considerations.** Our research fully abides by the ethical principles guidelines outlined in the Menlo and Belmont Report. In particular, our system does not intentionally interact with humans or collects data containing personal identifiable information. Moreover, our data collection process of crawling websites and our system interacting with chatbots, was done at a rate that does not create any disruption to other service users.

### 6 RELATED WORK

**Research on Instant Messaging Platform Chatbots.** Authors in [12] studied how instant messaging chatbots extend the collaborative benefits of instant messaging into new areas, while acknowledging potential security and privacy risks. The research in [33] found that messaging platforms such as Discord, Telegram and WhatsApp expose users’ sensitive data within the platforms and other connected third-party accounts such as Twitch, Spotify and Twitter. For example, Discord was found to expose at least one social media account for 30% of users. The work in [35] performed a statistical analysis on chatbot usage for moderation by randomly joining some Discord guilds. The authors found that larger communities use chatbots for moderation. Chatbots having access to large communities only furthers privacy concerns. Anyway, the study is limited by the small sample size used for the analysis and the manual methodology. In a parallel effort, authors in [13] show how malicious chatbots can eavesdrop on the user by reading their messages without permission; launch fake video calls; and automatically merge code into repositories without user approval. However, unlike our work that uses honeypots to measure misuse in the wild, the authors exploited the messaging platform’s access control model to identify potential malicious practices. In addition, [13] focuses its analysis on Slack and MS Teams, which have a runtime mechanism to enforce security policies. Our work shows that Discord does not implement a runtime enforcer delegating trust on third party developers, which widens the attack surface.

**Detecting Data Misuse by third-parties.** There is considerable research into security analysis techniques and privacy violation detection, one of which is deception technology. This method aims to create a fake entity, which can be a file, page or account details, in a system to entice an attacker [17, 26, 28, 44, 45]. This is commonly referred to as honeypot (or honeytoken) [51]. The use of honeytoken is described as a cost-effective, simple to deploy, and highly effective solution in detecting internal data leak threats [46]. More recently, a study [28] used honeypots to detect data misuse by third-party applications on social networks. The authors supplied third-party applications in Facebook with canary email addresses and analyzed the emails these accounts received. While our dynamic analysis experiment is conceptually similar, we focus on a different domain and in addition to canary emails, we also use URL, word, and PDF honeypots within the Discord workspace.

### 7 CONCLUSIONS

Over-privileged chatbots that collect sensitive information or are endowed with excessive capabilities pose significant security and privacy risks. In this paper, we presented a methodology for automatically assessing the security and privacy issues of chatbots in instant messaging services. Our methodology is then used to explore the risks in the Discord service, and our findings reveal the inherent risks chatbots pose to users’ security and privacy (55% of bots asking for administrator permissions, lack of traceability, improper use of those permissions) highlighting the need for a more thorough analysis of this ecosystem. As this technology continue to
grow, so will the number of developers and chatbots, which could usher in a new level of threats and threat actors. Adopting stricter scrutiny when developers collect data and a continuous rigorous vetting process by the platform’s provider could help mitigate risks. We hope our work will motivate additional research in this space, and the methodology will serve as the basis for future work.
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